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The Cooper Hockey Helmet) designed in
An early understanding of human need, function, production, and appearance criteria enables me to construct a design that closely predicts the final product. I find that each product design problem presents a unique set of conditions and each has a different ultimate goal. After the product parameters have been identified, analyzed, and prioritized, the key to an innovative solution can be recognized. It is usually one special consideration that provides the distinctive feature that separates the design from others and provides the competitive edge.
I use sketches to represent an idea. These sketches embody combined product needs for function and use while actively seeking a unique appearance that makes the product novel. Such two-dimensional illusions of nonexisting three-dimensional forms make it possible for the development team to evaluate a variety of ideas and to select those that best meet the established criteria.
The really interesting part comes when full-size mockups are constructed to get a "feel" for the scale of the product. Previously unrecognized human and technical problems come to light and are easily solved directly on the model by the development team. Often these early models are painted and corporate identity graphics are added to experience the full visual impact of the product. When the technical aspects are complete, working prototypes are built to prove the design's functional capability and ease of operation . For some projects a second series of sketches or clay models are completed to refine the design and to reevaluate production methods, materials, service, and maintenance. Finally, an appearance model, which may also be operational, is used for market testing.
The projects shown here started with a goal, then involved specific product criteria, and finally led to a product presently on the market. A variety of products and a diversity of market areas are represented. The special considerations of each project are noted in the first line of its caption. Their common denominator is the essential design process, which recognizes the need and value of integrating human, engineering, and marketing needs. Design made a difference by providing a special image, a unique look, a more understandable operation, or a timeless appearance. Syracuse Scholar (1979 -1991 ), Vol. 8, Iss. 1 [1987 
